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INTRODUCTION
Dark tourism is a special type of tourism, which
involves visits to tourist attractions and destinations that are associated with death, suffering,
disasters and tragedies venues.
Visiting dark tourist destinations in the world
is the phenomenon of the twenty-first century, but
also has a very long heritage. Number of visitors
of war areas, scenes of accidents, tragedies, disasters, places connected with ghosts, paranormal
activities, witches and witchhunt trials, cursed
places, is rising steeply. Reasons and motives
for the visit are varied. Dark tourism has been
recognised as a distinctive tourism phenomenon
of the twenty-first century, with increasingly
significant numbers of visitors and tourists going
to dark tourism attractions and sites, new dark
tourism products and attractions emerging, and
modern global communication media generating
interest in dark tourism attractions, while at the
same time affecting the image of destinations. The
phenomenon of dark tourism has been examined
in academia from the mid-1990s. Since then, study
of this phenomenon has increased, and the scales
of relevant studies have been enlarged.
Dark tourism in Slovenia is very poorly developed comparing to the world and it is mostly
limited only on tourist sites connected with both
wars. Therefore the theme is a novelty in Slovenia,
as well as in Slovenian professional and scientific
literature where is almost unknown.
The main purpose of this article is to explore
the current situation of dark tourism and propose
a typology of dark tourism in the world and in
Slovenia, which should serve as a basis for further efforts in the design of a new dark tourism
products based on the dark heritage in Slovenia

and other countries, as shown below in the case
of witchcraft.
The research is based on in-depth analysis of
literature and fieldwork in Slovenia which contains
the method of unstructured interviews with curators in Slovene Ethnographic Museum, Museum
of Ribnica and Celje Regional Museum as well
as the method of observation with participation in
a guided tour through the exhibition at Ljubljana
Castle: The Barbarism of Torture.

BACKGROUND
The term dark tourism was coined by Foley and
Lennon (1996: 198) to describe the attraction of
visitors to tourism sites associated with death,
disaster, and depravity. Other notable definitions
of dark tourism include the act of travel to sites
associated with death, suffering and the seemingly
macabre (Stone, 2006: 146), and as visitations to
places where tragedies or historically noteworthy
death has occurred and that continue to impact
our lives (Tarlow, 2005: 48). Scholars have further
developed and applied alternative terminology in
dealing with such travel and visitation, including
thanatourism (Seaton, 1996), black spot tourism
(Rojek, 1993), atrocity heritage tourism (Tunbridge & Ashworth, 1996), and morbid tourism
(Blom, 2000). In a context similar to »dark tourism«, terms like »macabre tourism«, »tourism of
mourning« and »dark heritage tourism« are also
in use. Among these terms, dark tourism remains
the most widely applied in academic research
(Sharpley, 2009).
The concept of dark tourism is in contrast to
marketing slogans that prefer the broader promotional aspect and call this type of tourism »historic
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tourism«. Major encyclopedias of tourism identify
»dark tourism« also as »thanatourism«, in which
the core meaning of the term relates mostly to
visits to the tombs, cemeteries and memorials of
prominent people (Gosar, 2015a).
Although this is a newer type of specialized
tourism, researchers can speak as one of the oldest types of tourism, because death is historically
always attracted human inquisitiveness. Some
kind of organized »thanato tourism« were already
gladiator games in the Coliseum of ancient Rome
(Gosar, 2015b). Popular festivals in the past have
been a public hanging, beheading and burning of
witches. Walking and paid visits to the battlefield
at Waterloo in Belgium, the place of Napoleon’s
last battle between the English nobility had been
ongoing since the time of the battle in 1815.
Therefore the kind of dark tourism has a very
long heritage.
Dark tourism relates to tourist travel, which
interprets the heritage through tragedies and conflicts and is raising awareness of dark historical
realities, or the heritage of it (Stone, 2013). The
central research centre for dark tourism is located
at the University of Central Lancashire, in England.
The Institute for Dark Tourism Research (iDTR)
is led by Dr. Philip Stone. According to iDTR,
the main contours of dark tourism destinations
are to be found in three groups of geographically
expressed areas: destination of the death, burial,
and/or the tragedies of celebrities, destinations of
great battles and falling soldiers, destinations of
collective suffering and death.
Visiting such sites can play a significant part in
a tourist‘s experiences, and in turn, that there will
most probably be anxiety about the development
of these sites as tourist attractions (Ashworth &
Hartmann, 2005; Ryan, 2007; Sharpley & Stone,
2009; Wilson, 2008). These concomitant aspects
of dark tourism have indeed lead to concerns about
the morality of commodifying death, disaster, and
atrocity (Lennon & Foley, 2000; Seaton, 2009).
All the actions associated with the tourism
trips that expose/define the places associated
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with death, suffering and/or everything that is
reminiscent of the grim period of mankind is to
be related dark tourism (Stone, 2006). According
to researchers of iDTR, dark tourism is a subcategory of the historic tourism, which includes the
content of the material and intangible heritage, as
both strengthen our historical memory.

Different Shades of Dark
Dark tourism has been also called place-specific
tourism (Ashworth & Hartmann, 2005: 4). As such,
several researchers have classified dark tourism
sites according to their defining characteristics.
Miles (2002) proposed a darker-lighter tourism paradigm in which there remains a distinction
between dark and darker tourism according to the
greater or lesser extent of the macabre and the
morose. In this way, the sites of the holocaust,
for example, can be divided into dark and darker
tourism when it comes to their authenticity and
scope of interpretation. The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington D.C. is
associated with death, and thus categorised a dark
tourism site only, whereas the site of Auschwitz
- Birkenau in Poland possesses a unique location
authenticity as a former concentration and extermination camp, and thus site of darker tourism.
On the basis of the dark tourism paradigm of
Miles (2002), Stone (2006) proposed a spectrum
of dark tourism supply which classifies sites
according to their perceived features, and from
these, the degree or shade of darkness (darkest
to lightest) with which they can be characterised.
This spectrum has seven types of dark tourism
suppliers, ranging from Dark Fun Factories as the
lightest, to Dark Camps of Genocide as the darkest. A specific example of the lightest suppliers
would be dungeon attractions, such as London
Dungeon, or planned ventures such as Dracula
Park in Romania. In contrast, examples of the
darkest sites include genocide sites in Rwanda,
Cambodia, or Kosovo, as well as holocaust sites
such as Auschwitz -Birkenau.
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